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the course is divided into 5 parts: unit 1. languages, culture
and society, where you will meet, among other things, the
spanish poet ortega y gasset, the dutch author p.c. hooft,
the french writer j.w. goethe, and the english economist
john maynard keynes; unit 2. the world, where you will

meet the french writer and director jean-luc godard, and the
english poet ted hughes, among others; unit 3. language,
literacy and learning, where you will learn about an italian
poet and other famous authors of world literature such as
james joyce, william blake, john milton, or leo tolstoy; unit
4. writing, where the instructor will teach you about the

writing processes of world authors such as raymond
chandler, franz kafka or jorge luis borges; unit 5. quality of

life, where you will learn about major works of art and
culture. in each unit, there are 3 different lesson units, with

video content and materials, commentaries and reading
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exercises; in addition there are the following features:
audio, video, materials, discussion, assistance, audio

assistance and skills. audio is aimed to help in
comprehension and memory. video is aimed at learning and

in motivating students. materials, discussion, assistance,
and skills are aimed at improving your skills, the last of

which includes audio, video, dialogues, and discussion, as
well as practice using the spelling board, the pronunciation
board and voice recognition software. the audio teaching

resources cover a number of topics, including: basic
grammar, basic vocabulary, pronunciation, and stress;

writing, reading and speaking; language use in different
cultural contexts; plus information about the educational
level and country of the native speakers. the audiobooks
are located on the listening page of the site. students can
choose to listen to the 5 lessons of the unit, and once the
lesson is done, they can listen again to the other lessons.

furthermore, each lesson is composed of 3 files which
contain the audio, a text version, and a graphical dictionary.
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the university's institute of modern languages offers
spanish courses to exchange students and international

students since 1988. these courses are accredited by the
instituto cervantes; the leading institute for promotion and
teaching of the spanish language. in addition, the institute

of modern languages also prepares students for the
diploma of spanish as a foreign language (dele).

renaissance washington is a business-oriented language
school located in the district of columbia. it is a credit-based

language school that offers education of english to
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international students from the usa, canada and beyond.
the school offers a comprehensive program that provides

the necessary theoretical and practical tools to practice and
obtain the necessary skills to communicate using english.
renaissance teaches the courses in three different formats
to suit the needs of the students. it offers correspondence,
on-line, and weekend classes. rascxstudio.com is an audio

producer that applies methods from the world of sound
design to music. to produce the audio in this course we

chose to use a set of tools that allowed us to create music
as if we were playing instruments. we chose to use

monotone instruments such as synthesizers, drum kits and
more so we could give you a tool to understand the basics
of sound design before we start to talk about music. if you
feel like creating music, we've got you covered! if you find

the material useful, please share with your friends and
family. may the interactive course be a huge success and
help everyone to become fluent in english faster and to

make a great career change. we wish you a great career in
the career path you choose! 5ec8ef588b
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